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P'rilLOSOPfi{CAL .1EOlNIGUES: ~!rIT6ENSTEIN'S EXFQSITlOO

(1) Introduc~ion

O~ir; c f thE::cnt-:"al issues Wit tgen s t e tn makes explicit
th rougnc.ut h i s Lat c.r ph.i Loso phy ist.hat a word is not
nece s s ar i Ly the r.3rfe cf a thing and that philosophical
problems al'j_~~e V'.;i.,.:1one c:Lsengages a word from itsr1atural
context" t\f.' .•ni t t cd Ly , the larger issue he take's to task
and d·ismis:>cs :i.;<! tJ1e beLae f that a word has a •meaning'! •
referent, ~hat ~o7JS 'stand for' things. That is to say,
he c Lea.rLy ~~{lOWSt,:l':: poor ::'ogic Lnvo.Lved in tbetheory
which cl"~i:nsL·l8.t "iO::CL~ s t an d for things. This paper
concerns ::..t~;ej;: ;'i7tr~ the techn Lquos Wittgenstein employs
in "j.:;.::c an~-!l:.,;is.

Vfitt;;en!;teill ;,.0';e8; "Th8 best that a could write
"'0',,1,: D' ""'i'- ..., r"'""-"- -;'" ,." r·t_ i 1 ~"-n ph iea 1 r-ema rk s ,,1 Again'.:;Y" .•.•••• J,c,'._ •. l. I.' ••.• ;.~., •••..'!; •.••.•• t .•••.••.•. /1 •.._.• t..\...· .•.., 4 .- -. .A ,

t t ••• tbe ph] ::'oG0phi,cal r.Jmal'k;:. in this book are, as it
were, a LnHl~ ~:'~ of G":e"ches of Lands cape s which were made
Ln t",,,, cou .•.·~V'· n';' '."e c= '-' Long and "'''''01\1e,-1 io·';~ne'.dng.c ••2_ - l~,_ "'-" _ ..$. ••.•• .:;J J_ ••..••~ ~_- _v •..L"", tl...,::.{ •. .L.i_. '10 '-1 J ~ "'J'~., ~ ..•

The ~.'(laa8cczt at.i.er' t;-;sI'c·j,n consist. of sOnie"nnd of concept-
ual c,!"i->l1iJJH;Opi"dc(: J. t echn iquas . These techniques. or the
philosc~.h~-(::al a Lbu.a 0::' sketches and r emar ks , could bririg
liGht Lnto on(' mi,nd or i.':':other.

As ~he !it10 in~icate9. the aim of this paper is to
make explicit chese ~~chniques orksy Qotions in broad
terms. Pi c ent r c..;, t.ochn rque in Wi ttgensteinism involves
as his d.eep inte-:'est, no t in Language itself t~en asa
field of :i.r:qL,.'.ry in its 0".7:1 right, but in the roots of
philosophic",}. l;'}~~P!.exi ty \>ihic:-,are Loca ted there. The
conce~n ts n0t wi:h the yield (or produce), but rather
with the i]!,:<rurr;0Lt its,?lf" The language is created or
cvoLvcu lil"'~, '~:1 j;)8-it·;~tion. ~0cial. religious and"
cu l :.._,al r:·~r(:;:r:.~'_e:::,S0ccer matches, competitive e~a;nina-
tione, pe~li~men~s, p~rty ~ystems, poetry, drama etq~ ire
forms of :l');'i',;t t or.c of S'';C LaI 1.ife. Language operates

1.

* -t ., -~
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against a background of human needs in the setting of a
.natural environment. Admittedly we must understand it

in this way, as involved in a pattern that goes further,
if we are to understand it at all. Our natural languages
are immeasurably complex. To command a clear view of
their workings is, therefore, a matter of difficulty.

W1ttgenstein makes use of certain simple patterns
of linguistic activity, which he calls 'language-games.'
Certainly 'language-games' involve language-talk, which
in turn entails language as a sort of play. The rules,
however, vary according to custom, tradition etc. One
cannot gain a deep understanding of the distinctive cha-
racteristics of a tribe's culture without a partiCipant's
understanding of the way of life of that culture. We are
to give up looking for an essence or a structure, or both,
of language, and instead we are to look at what is all
the time before our eyes. That is the actual functioning
of language. Then we see that linguistic activities are
as diverse as all the things which we call 'games' and
which are so because of family resemblances-"a compl icated
network of similarities overlapping ~ld criss-crossing:
sometimes overall Similarities, sometimes similarities of
detail.,,3 Language-games help us to grasp the meaning of
words, notions (or concepts), sentences, statements, express-
ions etc .• If so, grasping a meaning is to be able to
practise a technique.

Wittgenstein's point is this: that if one tries to
treat inductive reason.ings as if they were deductiye ones,
one could make nonsense of them. Analogically, if one
tries to understand scientific discourse as if it were a
sort of religious incantation, one could make nonsense of
it. Again, if one attempts to construe moral statements
as if they were empirical ones, and moral reasoning as if
it were scientific reasoning, one could make nonsense out
of morality. Inductive discourse, scientific discourse,
moral discourse etc. have a logic of their own. The main
concern of philosophy is to understand and to make explicit
that logic, and not to distort it by attempting to reduce
it to the logic of some other preferred type of discourse.

3. ibid.t p. 66.
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To command a clear v.iew of this logic is a matter of
difficulty, The simple patterns of li.nguistic,activity
called 'language-games' are made use.of.by Wittgeustein
to overcome this difficulty. Whatever tbe intricacy of
the working out of the Wittgensteinian philosophical
techniques, the master+t.neme is quite simple - a reorien-
tation of our vision. It is not incorrect to construe
as if this orientation implying thoughts are at peace.
It is -th.e plateau that someone who ph i t o soph i zes yearns
for. Certain very important ph tLo soph iC,al techniques
sprang out of th ts r eorLen t.a.ttouof vision. Wllat there
are we shall seek to explain an what follows.

Wittgenstein constantly compares languages and parts
of languages to a kind of games called language-games:
"Syst.ems of communication ...we shall call 'language-games'.
They are more or less akin to what in ordinary language
we call 'language-games".4 To put it more explicitly,
language-games are not the fragments of a whole which is
language H,self (der Sprache) but we trea t them as self-
enclosed systems of understanding. That is, they are in
Language ;' In this way we can speak of a simple primitive
language -a s a Language+game . To keep the point of ,.view
in mind, it very -of ten is .usefu I to a.magme such a simple
language to be the'entire system of communication of a
tribe in a primitive state of society,

...~

The noting of 'language-games' is nothing but a
noting of primitive forms of language or primitiye lang~
uages. If we want to note the problems of truth and
falsehood, of the agreement and disagreement of proposi-
tions witl~ reality, of the nature of assertion, assumption
and question, we shall with'great advantage lQv!s atprimi-
tive forms of language in which these forms of thinking
appear without the confusing background of highly compli-
cated processes of thought. When we look at such simple
forms of language, the mental mist which seems to hide
--,-----------
4. L. Wi ttgenstein, Fiue and Breen Booke, Basil Black-

well, Oxford, (1958) p. 81.
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from view our ordinary use of language, disappears. We
see activities, reactions, which are clear-cut and trans-
parent. Ipso facto, we recognize in these simple process-
es forms of language not separated by a break from our
more complicated ones. In a very large measure we see
that we can build up the complicated forms from the primi-
tive on~s by gradually adding new forms. These forms are
parts of the praxis of life. Very appropriately Wittgen-
stein notes: "Here the term 'language-game' is meant to
bring into prominence the fact that the speaking of lang-
uage is part of an activity, or of a form of life."5 .
Summing all this up, it can be noted t.hat our language
is not everywhere bound by strict rules; senses need not
be definite; concepts, notions, need not have\';!ssences
associated with them.

Yet again, the nature of 'language-game' is made
explicit by Wittgenstein's oft-quoted question, namely,
"What can I do with this word?" It is clearly related
to what connexions a word belongs to, etc. An implica-
tion of this view of language is obviously connected to
a rejection of the doctrine of elements-the doctrine
that the clarification of an ordinary sentence is achieved
when it is replaced by another, which makes explicit the.
complexity of the statements expressed, and reflects
exactly tae form of the fact described. This belief is an
illusion brought about by confusions about language; it
can be dispelled only by a clear view of the actual funct-
ioning of language. That is. we are to give up looking
for the essence of language and instead are to loo~ at
what is all the time before our eyes; the actual function-
ing of language. Then we see that linguistic activities
are as diverse as all the things which we call 'games,'
and whiCh are so called not because of 'a family resemblance'
-- " ... a complicated net-work of similarities overlapping
and criss-crossing; sometimes overall similarities, some-
times similarities of detail.,,6

The concept of 'game' is used here to cast light on
that of 'language' by means of direct comparision: games

5. Philosoph-ical Investigations p. 11.

6. ibid., p. 32.
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form a family, and so do the various activities which
.come under the general description of 'using language'.
The important thing to notice here is the view that the
application of the word 'game' is not limited by any
precise boundary, though a boundary could be fixed for
a special purpose. This can be called the Wittgenstein-
ian method of philosophical therapy; and :i.t involves
taking a certain view.ot language an d of meaning.

In this context; it is noted that "the speaking of
language is part of an activity,,,7 If we are to see the
significantly different roles superficially similar
expressions play, we must keep in mind the countless
kinds of language-using activity or language-games in
which we participate. This is not an explanation as such
but a description. It not only lays before us the differ-:
ent parts of segments .of lang\lage, but also points out
the actual use of' different Wo:rds.or terms. The language-
game is a complex system of linguistic activity; and every
such game must be un der stood in.dlvidually,/,'fotlEHichworks
to its own end and it~own ..g.ivel:Fpattern,'Aninlplication
is that a ca tegory of .qls·coUr$eremains unexpla ined in
termsd! anot:hei·"·The~e ar.~ v~rious categories of dis-

I .course that a.re,distinguished. For example, there are:

,(a) a discourse about material objects;
(b) a discourse about scientific objects;
(c) a discourse about other people's minds.

Primarily, therefore are three uses of language--the
material, the scientific and the evaluative.

One might ask "Does mind exist?" Qu,-estionsso framed
now serve no purpose. If to serve good purpose, it has to
be framed in such a manner: 5.0 tha,t the .grammar of the'
central word is made explicit. That is, the use of the
central word needs to be noted in the first instance.
Questions about "the nature of mind" are abolished in
favour of questions concerning "the nature of statements
about the mind," a major shift of emphasis from ontolo-
gical questions to linguistic ones.

7. ibid.. p . 12.
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The point noted here is the need to formulate the
right kind of questions. Wittgenstein notes: "Not exact-
ness and full brightness areio be first striven for, but
p~:tspicuity. ,,8 Th:i.sis less an achievement of logical
finesse. The notion of 'language-games' involves a philo-
sophical therapy which entails taking a certain view of
language'and of meaning-the speaking of language as part
of an ~~tivity. If one is to see the esstentially differ-
ent roles super:ficially similar expressions play, we must
keep in mind the countless ki.nds of language-game in whichwe participate, and not one only-the scientific one.

In conclusion, the later Wi ttgenstein' s foLlowing,
comments a.ppear apropos: "But how many kinds of sentence
are there? Say, assertion and command-there are count:-
less kinds: countless different kinds of use of what we
call 'symbols', 'words,' 'sentences'. And this mul tipl~-
city is not something fixed, given once for all; but new
types of language, new language-games, as we may say,
come into existence and others become obsolete and get
forgotten. (We can get a rough picture of this from
chanr::eain mathematics.)

Here the term 'language-game' is meant to bd.np, into
prominence the fact that the speaking of language is part
of an actlvity, or of a form of life.

Review the multiplicity of language-gam~s i~ the
follo\'"inr;examples, and in others:

Giving orders and obeying them
Describing t.h e apj-ear anc e of an object or giving
its measurements
Constructing an object from a clescri1;)tion(a drawing)-
Reporting an event-
Speculating about an event-
Forming and testing a hypothesis
Presenting the results of an experiment in tabl('s
and diagrams-
Making up a story; and reading it-
Play-acting-

8. L. Vlittengstein, Zet.tel., Basil Blackwell, Oxford
(1969) section 464.
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Singing catches-
Guessing riddles-
Mak{nga joke; telling it-
Solving a problem in practical ariihmetlc
Translating frOn! one language into another-
Asking, thanking, cursing, guessing, praying."g

Is this picture of language-game, upon which, for Wittgens-
tein everything t.ur-n s , inadequate and vulnerable? Patrick
Sherry ar~.i~S that- 'language-game' and 'form of life' are
over-si~p;i.~:~:'~oders that are too weak for complex phenomena
like religion's. ,,10 Sherry's point may have some relt~vance
as regards any tll€dstic religion but not the Dhamma
(Buddh i.sm) which is not a complex phenomenon in any sense.
It is a- simple doctrine with a clear so ter-Lo l.ogy . For that
matter, for all purposes it r~mains outside the model envi-
saged by Sherry. The notion of language-games, therefore,
is not an versimple model in respect of the Dhamma-
Buddhism:-one of the simple doctrine5~

Human nature is reflected in human grammar-our
ul timate linguistic practices. But, then. what is "form
of life?" That. "speaking of language is part of an activity"11'
a particul.ar form of life. That if we are to see the.funda-·
mentally different rol"e's6uperficially similar expressions
play, we must keep in mind the innumerable actual kinds of
form of ,life or language-using activity. The emphasis here --
is the acc ep tanc.e of the meaning of a word as Lnvo'l vfng in
exhibition the' use of the word in the various language-games
in which it occurs: So Wittgenstein notes: " think of
words as instruments characterized by their use ,,12 What
it-amounts to simply is "philosophical analysis. It But,
then, what is "philosophical analysis"? "Analysis" here
involves the exhibition of the use of words in nru Lt Lf a.roua

" ";

10. Patrick Sherry, Rel ic ion , Trictli and Language Games,
Macmillan, London (1977), p. 46.

11. PhiZ.OBOphIC(lZ. Inuoet-i qat.ione p. 12.
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language-games in which they occur. The most important
thing we are striving after is order and clarity. Philo-
sophical reflections loose the knots thinkers have unknow-
ingly put there. Although it is said that consequence

of philosophy is simple; it does not follow necessarily
that the method of arriving at it cannot be.

Wittgenstein notes: " ...And the best that I can
propose is that we should yield to the temptation to use
this picture, but then investigate how the application
of the picture goes,tf13 Here Wittgenstein talks of
'modelS' ('pictures') to take the 'ontological sting' out
of many notions, terms, concepts, words, which might
otherwise be dismissed for absence of correspondence with
facts, consistency, etc. The notion 'model', if taken
in this sense, will admittedly contribute to eliminate
irresistible problems that create an impulse to run up
against the limits of language-giving rise to meaningless-
talk or empty-talk. If an analysis of this sort can be
called a method, it entails the following: preventing any
, ontological commitment' from slippi.ng too easily into
the argument, Wittgenstein notes: "Because in philosophy
we handle many cases with many different methods, we have
to go piece by piece, stretch by stretch, and cannot grasp
everything at once, The many cross-sections which we have
to grasp are like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle: they are
all present, only all mixed up,ul4 Elswhere he touches the
point: "It is no use trying to apply force in fit1:ing
pieces together, All we should do is to look at them care-
fully and arrange them.fll5 If we make use of this method,
we take a step in the correct direction, and then we notice
we have the possibility of going a distance towards complete
clad ty.

13, Philosophical Investigations section 374.

14. Zettel. section 447.
15. Blue and Broun Boeke p . 46.
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(5) The technique of 'maching-idling'-----_.- . --,---_.-----'--
:.. , A question, an expression, a statement, a proposition

if it engages itself with nothing, then works nothing in
the linguistic system which it claims' to belong to. Forms
of question, expression, statement, p~oposition; however
fascinate and amaze us. That is, lang~age drags us along
with it. That philosophical notions are linguistic notions,
say, r causal i t.y ! , 'man', Trela t i on t, 'ext inc~tion', 'emanci-
pat ion', and so on. The se mo t Lon s have ,a compulsive cha-
racter-the character of an illusion which leads one into
comp lete dar-kn ess , confusion and obscurity. In turning
from one region of thought to another, 'one carries over a
whole set of pictures which govern much of one's thinking.
The method of the natural sciences, explanation, generali-
zation, simplification are pictures that could bewilder
anyone. These tendencies comprise the source 'of much
mean fng Less+t aLk ; it leads the philosopher (or anyone)
into complete darkness. Wittgenstein notes: "Uneasiness
in philosophy, one could say, comes because we 'look upon
philosop~y in the wrong way ,see;' it iri the wrong way, as
it VI~re, that is tearit into (E!ndless) lon'S'itudinal s t.rIpa
instead of'into (limited) cro'ss'::'sections."lOur bewilder-
ment takes on itspecui"ia~ character from the attempt to
think in inappropriate terms and inappropriate pictures. By
way of inappropriate terms and inappr,opriate pictures we
neither advance hypotheses nor offer"explanation nor
discover new matters of fact . "We are"'1gnorant of nothing;
rather we have lost our way amongst things we know. We need
no discoveries but'reminders.,,17 Philosophical convictions
grip us with the force of compulsion; we cannot conceive of•the possibility of taking another course. This convict ion
binds us with things and'prevents us from uttering the
central question, "i\'b.atcan I do with this word?" We may
n()te this aim in the following question as well-"What is the
v.:ord',s application?" (That is: What connections it admits
and permits) , The question seek s no more than to exhibit
the actual functioning of the word. This'is the only way
we see our path through ph iLoaoph t ca t per-pex i t Les , The
---_._--------
16. ZetteZ section 447.
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philosophical technique to wh ich Wittgenstein drew attent-
ion here is known as "machine idling." By way of it, he
attempts

(1) to make explicit the various functions of a word;
(2) to demolish the theory which affirms the working

of a word in terms of its function of naming only.

A clear understanding of the various funct.ions of a word
entails a rejection of the theory noted at (2) above. The
implications are three in number:

(i) Put restaint upon the sloughing off of conceptual
associations, which means avoidance of isolating
a word from the life to which it naturally belongs,
in which it is used and in which alone it has
meaning. An ignorance of this technique gives.
rise to confusions: that is, thought has got
deranged. The poin t is noted in this way: "The
confusions which occupy us arise when language is
like an engine idling, not when it is doing work. ,,18

(ii) Emphasis on "the conceptual family." That is,
a family of notions or a scheme i.s brought into
prominence. Outside the given conceptual scheme
a notion cannot be properly understood. Trans-
gressing the ambit entails empty-talk, which is
referred to as 'sending language on holiday'. An
example from epistemology will enlighten the point:
'knowledge,' 'perception,' 'helief', 'se~sation',
are the notions that comprise a possible concept-
ual family here. Emptiness or nonsense is produced
by any attempt: to give application to one of the
above nations without r efer-ence to the other notions
that form its logical background.

(Hi) Drawing attention to different ways ill which words
funct ion. The point being to avoid deformed Lang=.
uage-games (shoes that are too tight! ) Giving
birth or development of building up is not its
affair. But, then, what is its affair? Dispelling

18. ibid., section 132.
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:.;,

particular confusions. The implication is a
therapeutic one. We begin with a therapeutic
purpose and Our interest exhausts itself when
the purpose iJ;l Achieved. This reminds us of
a general Pf.eBcription for doing philosophy.
Putting the word in its linguistic context and
the whole statement (utterance) in its social
context; and, then describe, without precon-
ceptions what one finds, remembering, o:t',<:;ourse,
that each word, each statement (uttera~ceYxq8kes
appea r-anc e in many contexts. This expos! tion
brings out a key aspect which is characteristic
of Wittgenstein's philosophical techniques. That
is I mastering of a techn ique. Wi ttgenst,ein
comments: "To understand a sentence meap.s to under-
stand a sentence means to understand a language.
To understa~s a Language means to be master of .a
technique." As things stand, a training is
implied as against, for instance, an explanation
or, for that matter, declaration made with view
to understanding. It boosts one's morale, specially
with reference to knowing one's way about.

Wittgenstein repeatedly warns us against being led
astray by superficial or spurious or fictitious similar-
rities between certain forms of oxpression. But, then,
how does the philosophical technique of •training' help
one to avoid these similarities? The 'training' provides
us with means towards distinguiShing between 'surface
grammar' and 'depth grammar' of expressions, statements,
utterances etc. Wittgenstein notes:

"Perhaps the word 'describe' tricks us here. I say.

-, 'I describe my state of mind'
and
'I describe my room'.

You need to call to mind the difference between the language-
games.,,20 The grallllllarof the former statement seems to
-------------~--..-
19. ibid., section 199.

20. ibld" section 290.
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differ in no essential respect from that of the latter;
and the apparent similarity conceals significant concept-
ual difference. Language-games set everyone the same
traps. They comprise an immense network of easily
accessible wrong turnings. Distinguishing between 'surface
grammar' and 'depth grammar' is something attained by way
of analysis and training. It is a turn in a new direction.
Once one has been turned round, one must stay turned round,
wisdom-attained by way of analysis and training. Throwing
dust in one's own eyes it now appears is done away with.
Thoughts are at peace. Understanding Which is unaccompanied
by inner change is prevented. There is no machine-idling
and therefore there is no irritating nonsense. That is
what someone who philosophizes yearns for; and that man
will be revolutionary who can revolutionize himself: you
are the master of yourself.

A.D.P. KALANSLRIYA


